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I think he got your email addresses wrong…

From: 

 

Sent: Friday, November 6, 2020 5:25 PM

To: 

 (CAB-DOMBROVSKIS)

; 

Subject: Slides - Taxonomy discussion

Dear 

, dear 

, dear 

,

Thank you very much again for having taken the time to discuss the EU Taxonomy with 
us.
I send you the slide deck that I showed.

Just to reiterate the two main points:

·

If export credit agencies and national promotional banks base their policy on the

taxonomy definition of “doing no significant harm”,  turbine manufacturing sites
in Europe will not be competitive anymore for international projects. Turbines
will be produced from sites outside the EU (Siemens Energy e.g. also
manufactures turbines in the US).

·

If the threshold for transitional activities is more realistic, it will incentive

operators to reach them. This, in turn, gives us backing to accelerate the
development of our turbine portfolio into that direction. So more realistic
thresholds help the climate  by offering a credible pathway towards climate
neutrality.

Please reach out to me if you have further questions, also if they relate more broadly to 
the energy system (e.g. why do we need gas at all, couldn’t we shift from coal to 
renewables directly etc.). I am really happy to explain, because the EU Taxonomy will 
have significant impact beyond financial markets and is already growing out of the scope 
of the regulation.

Very best wishes,

European Government Affairs
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